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One of the brain disorders that is little studied and that causes great damage to those who suffer from it is dyscalculia. The lack of study on this alteration means 
that many cases remain undiagnosed or misdiagnosed, and therefore remain untreated. That is why we set out to find a way to make a correct diagnosis for the 
correct treatment. In this sense, we have been able to prove that by performing a BAEP and analyzing wave VI, the presence or absence of a learning disorder 
can be objectified. Another problem that arises is that of the evolution of the disorder, for which a good tool could be the modeling of brain activity through dynamic 
systems. The dynamics of brain neural networks play a considerable role in cognitive function and are therefore of interest in the commitment to understanding 
learning processes and the evolution of possible disorders. Exposure to brain stimuli makes it possible to describe the neural activity, marking the neural networks 
that are specifically involved in the process. In this work, in addition to delving into how to make a correct diagnosis, the evolution and possible control of linear 
dynamic systems that model the process in order to infer it are analyzed, taking advantage of brain plasticity that can facilitate the control that allows improvement 
of the dysfunction.
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